Introduction 1
It is diffi cult to give a full defi nition of institutional talk or to defi ne exactly the boundaries between "conversation" and other types of talk, which have some distinguishable aspects. Six dimensions of diff erence have been systematized (see Drew & Heritage, 1992 ): i) turn-taking organization, ii) overall structural organization of the interaction, iii) sequence organization, iv) turn design, v) lexical or word choice, vi) epistemological and other forms of asymmetry. Our analysis will focus on the fi rst one: turn-taking organization. For conversation analysis, understanding turn-taking for conversation and other forms of talk-in-interaction is key to understanding human conduct. All interactions involve the use of some kind of turn-taking organization (Sacks et al., 1974) and many types of institutional interactions use the same turn-taking organization as ordinary conversation, considered as a fundamental domain of social interaction (Heritage & Clayman, 2010: 12) . Sacks (1992) laid out a basic systematics for turn-taking in conversation by comparing it to turn-taking in other forms of talk-in-interaction.
2
In institutional interactions, topics, actions and turn allocation are organized in a more predictable way. These interactions, where participants carry out tasks related to their institutionally relevant identities, involve some very specifi c and systematic transformations in the conversational procedures of turn-taking. These modifi cations in the turn-taking system, characteristic of institutional interaction, have the potential to alter participants' opportunities for action. In eff ect, turn-taking practices organize the allocation of opportunities to participate in conversation and the turn-constructional forms such participation takes. According to Heritage (1998: 293) , a specifi c turn-taking organization is necessary in formal environments where there are many potential participants in the interaction, whose contributions must be formally distributed, and/or when the conversation is designed for a "listening" audience. The most pervasive form of pre-allocation of action involves the restriction of one party to asking questions and the other to responding to them (Heritage & Clayman, 2010) . Using a question as a sequence-initiating action restricts who can speak and when, and the type of turn that can be produced. This specifi c turn-taking organization, where turn allocation is determined by one party, shapes participation within sequences of action. Most actions performed through talking are shaped by the organization of that talk into speaking turns: how speakers compose their contributions, where they position those contributions in the ongoing interaction, when they get to participate (Lerner, 2004: 4) .
3
In ordinary multiparty conversations, a question may be answered, either by anyone present or by the next speaker who has been explicitly selected. In formal interactions, 5 the action sequence operates dependently of selection of the next speaker. Therefore, selecting someone to speak next is accomplished by combining two elements in the turn-at-talk: i) a fi rst pair part, and ii) some form of address (Lerner, 2003) . This explicit allocation of turns characterizes interactions in courtrooms, news interviews, and classrooms (Heritage & Clayman, 2010) . In these two situations, selection of the next speaker is done by using the fi rst name of the co-participant.
4
The data we analyze in this paper are part of two of these categories of institutional settings characterized by action pre-allocation and asymmetrical rights to talk: on the one hand, the classroom amework where the teacher selects one student among the whole class to answer the question, and on the other hand, interactive media events where the host in the studio distributes turns, selecting a guest om those present in the studio and/or om those who are participating om a distance. Studies in conversation analysis have shown that the most commonly used technique to select the next speaker involves the use of address terms and their position in the turn-at-talk (Sacks, 1992: 665) . Sacks makes a clear distinction between choosing someone as next speaker ( addressee ) and using an idea to talk about him ( doing referencing ). Using data recorded in multiparty formal ameworks, the analysis will focus on the situated use of fi rst names to select the next speaker, and examine how he/she situatedly becomes the addressee of the question asked by the teacher or host. By this explicit addressing practice, the action making a next turn-at-talk relevant -a question -is contextualized as being addressed to this particular participant. The teacher or the studio host in the extracts analyzed here sequentially organize the course of their actions with the use of the name of the selected participant, either by preposing the term of address as: [fi rst name] [pause] [turn-at-talk], or by postposing it as: [turn-at-talk] [pause/hesitation] [fi rst name]. In the following we will fi rst provide an account of next-speaker selection in institutional settings, and then the paper focuses on the interplay of gaze, fi rst name addressing and its prosodic realization in the two classroom situations we have analyzed. Finally, two extracts om the context of an interactive French television program are used to contrast and discuss how the fi rst name is produced, and where it occurs in the turn selection.
2.
Next-speaker selection in institutional settings 5 The main diff erence between institutional talk and non-institutional talk concerns the speech exchange system and the organization of turn-taking
1
. Participants in classroom conversations orient to an asymmetric situation where one party -the teacher -asks questions and the other party -the cohort -answers the questions (McHoul, 1978; Mehan, 1985; Atkinson & Drew, 1979; Greatbatch, 1988; Heritage & Roth, 1995; Haddington, 2005; etc.) . The communication between teacher and student has its own speech exchange system, which maintains the organization
1.
See in particular: Drew & Sorjonen, 1997; Heritage & Greatbatch, 1991; Heritage, 1998; Clayman & Heritage, 2002 .
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"one speaker speaks at a time". The conversation is achieved in a coordinated way through the organization of the selection of a student by the teacher, so that the addressed participant takes the fl oor, and no-one but him.
6
In his work on "explicit addressing" for next-speaker selection, Lerner (2003) pointed out that the explicit form of address -addressing a co-participant by nameseems to be deployed selectively, particularly in sequential environments where these forms of explicit addressing do more than just indicate who is being addressed. Indeed, in addition to how an address term is voiced, in particular a person's name, explicit addressing can be used to accomplish a wide range of actions (Lerner, 2003: 198) . For example, in news interviews, terms of address are present in the presentation of misalignment actions: topic changes, non-compliant responses and disagreements (Clayman & Heritage, 2002; Raymond, 2003) . They can also serve as resources for the management of certain expressive properties of speech, such as the presentation of points of view as being particularly important or sincere (Clayman, 2010) .
7
Our study examines how conversational skills are supported by embodied communication, involving the position of the fi rst name within the sequence-initiating turn, gaze and a specifi c prosodic marking. In this sense, it is demonstrated that the meaning of the conversation, the syntax and prosody, are aff ected by the projectable aspects of the turn (Selting, 2000: 512; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987; Ford & Thompson, 1996) . Concerning prosody, the organization of turn-taking appears to be very important. For example, the distinction between "What" as a single word question, and as the beginning of a phrasal sentence construction is not done syntactically but through intonation (Sacks et al., 1974: 721) . However, following Schegloff (1996: 116) , our concern in this paper is with "the bearing of turn-taking contingencies on certain deployments of prosody, rather than the bearing of prosody on turn-taking organization". It is thus in terms of the turn-taking organization in the classroom or in TV broadcasts that this paper will be interested in the prosody which accompanies the "explicit addressing" through the use of fi rst names for next-speaker selection.
8
As a method for speci ing the recipient to whom the talk is addressed, address terms abound in institutional contexts, which are characterized by a normative activity structure of question/answer and a multiparty participation amework associated to it. These types of institutional contexts -classroom interactions and TV broadcasts, that we analyze in this paper -are favorable for studying phenomena related to terms of address, because the teachers and the studio hosts address the students and the studio guests very equently. In the analysis of the data collected both in the classroom (between co-present participants) and TV shows (remote and mediated interaction), a prosodic marking seems to accompany explicit addressing in next-speaker selection. The shape of the prosodic marking situationally varies with the context of occurrence. The feature shared by all the various manifestations, however, is that the last syllable of the name always carries a rising tone.
9
These contours appear in co-present situations, when parties are face-to-face and the teacher is gazing at the pupil he is selecting and the latter is gazing back.
7
The same types of prosodic markings are also used by the hosts in the mediated interaction of TV shows, when the current speaker is looking towards the areas of visualization, i.e., the television screens in the studio where those participating om a distance are visible for those present in the studio.
0
This paper will focus on these two situations, where the teacher and the selected pupil are gazing at each other and where the current speaker is looking towards the areas of visualization in the mediated interaction of TV shows. In these situations, the fi rst name of the selected next speaker is prosodically marked. We will see how the prosodic markings are contextually related to the organization of turns-at-talk in the two formal settings.
1
The analyses aim at answering the following question: how is the prosodic marking relevant, and what is interactionally achieved by it in each situation? The extracts examined here are part of a corpus of data collected in primary and secondary schools in France, and of fi ve episodes of the television show called CULT, broadcast on France 5 in 2005
2
. We have a total of 37 occurrences of address terms. For reasons of space and coherence in this paper, we are going to focus on 4 occurrences that are analyzed in fi ne detail. The educational data were recorded using four video cameras, professional microphones and a "MiniDisc" 3 audio recorder. In the talk show, four teenage guests participate om their respective home. They are virtually present through video conference and are called "bloggers" in this program. They follow the TV broadcast and all the conversations on their PCs and, when selected by the host, they answer the question, giving their opinion about the current topic. Discussions are mainly about issues related to news or technologies. Each blogger communicates simultaneously with the studio through his/her webcam and microphone at home. During the TV time called the "video chat", for part of the program, one or two facilitator⒮ and one or two celebrity guest⒮ , who are present in the studio, talk alternately with the four remote participants.
This specifi c situation of audiovisual/video conference connection does not allow any possibility of eye contact or mutual gazing for the coordination of turn-taking between the participants co-present in the studio and those at a distance. Participants look at cameras and/or monitors. Goodwin (1979 and 1980) and others since (Lerner, 2003) have shown how gaze is central to the management of turn-taking. Directing one's gaze to a co-participant is the fi rst of the two forms of explicit addressing practices. The second one is the practice under analysis here: addressing a co-participant by name or other address term. The co-participant to whom the speaker's gaze is 2.
We warmly thank Bruno Bonu, who allowed us to discover the CULT talk show when it was broadcast on television, for his relevant remarks about the contextual use of technical equipment.
3.
Ten Have (2007: 79) distinguishes several categories of recordings of "naturally occurring" interaction that can be useful for "doing conversation analysis". The data of the TV-program CULT are part of the strategy of "copying radio and TV broadcasts" while the classroom data are part of "making one's own recordings" (another strategy would be to use existing recordings). These video data were collected a er having obtained participants' consent and offi cial authorization. In the same way, though classroom situations are characterized by co-presence, they involve multiple body orientations and commitments of participants. According to Kääntä (2010) , in classroom situations, teachers typically allocate turns by using the selected student's name and by directing their gaze towards the student. Teachers may also use embodied turn allocations, such as head nods and pointing gestures that can occur either together with the student's name, with a discourse particle, or on their own. The embodied allocations derive their interactional meaning through their sequential position. However, Kääntä's (2010) results show that embodied allocations are successful only when the participants establish mutual gaze
5
. This, in turn, assigns greater import to aspects of voicing as an interactional resource, because as we will see in the analyses of the extracts, mutual gazing is not always possible
6
.
4
The analysis of the CULT data shows that, in his management of next-speaker selection through the practice of addressing the participant by name, the host uses specifi c prosodic means. Prosodic marking of the fi rst name thus solves two major practical problems that have to be managed by the hosts of the television program: i) the allocation of the turn to the next speaker, but also ii) the selection of the relevant image set at the right moment, which must be accomplished by the production team. In the case of the interactive TV show program CULT, it is possible for the host to address a blogger participating om a distance and select him/her as the next speaker. While there is a necessary selection by the production team of how (and when) the participants have access to the image of one or the other, they have a constant audio access. It is thus possible to address a distant co-participant by name without actually "seeing" his picture on the screen. We will come back to the technical aspects of the visiophony and the practical aspects of producing a TV program in the next part. The issue at stake is the position of the next-speaker selection within the action-initiating turn. In CULT, the explicit addressing by name is placed before the host's question. In contrast, in classroom interactions, the fi rst name is placed a er the teacher's question. Depending on whether the term of address is pre-positioned or post-positioned (Lerner, 2003) , what it achieves is somehow diff erent. We will see how by analyzing fi rst the classroom extracts, and then the CULT extracts.
4. Complex and expensive video conference devices developed by large companies like Orange or Cisco, whose sales argument is the capacity to restore the conditions of face-to-face interaction, especially for remote business meetings, do allow this, though.
5. Similarly, in dinner conversations, some participants who are visually oriented to their plate and the activity of cutting their food do not see the gaze of the current speaker. It happens that some speak when they have not been designated, thus showing the context-sensitive vulnerability of gaze as a method of explicit addressing (see Lerner, 2003) .
6. For the same reason, the role of prosody is also particularly important, e.g., in radio broadcasts (Lehtinen, 2008) . 
Empirical analysis 15
Our empirical analysis is interested in how the initiated sequence, gestures, bodily attitudes and the use of artifacts constitute the situated context to which the form of the fi rst name for accomplishing speaker selection is sensitive. In adjusting the action, what are the practices for selecting the next speaker -term of address, gaze, and prosodic changes? Are they used in combination or is there a preferred use of one or the other, depending on the situation and the conditions of visibility?
Consider the following two segments of talk occurring in economics classes in vocational education. Several days of video recordings were made with the same teacher with his students. In this teaching classroom amework, as in many others, a common practice is that students raise their hands when the teacher asks a question; the teacher then selects a student to answer by addressing him by name. Excerpt [1] presents the case in which the teacher selects a student, Mounir, who answers the question. The theme of the course is the European Union; the teacher has already asked which institutions they know. Now, he asks where the European Union headquarters are located. During the production of the question by the teacher (line 6), Mounir raises his hand. This action is common at this sequential moment, as studies of teaching situations in ethnomethodology and conversation analysis have shown (McHoul, 1978: 201; Mondada, 2009a: 31) . By raising his hand, the student is making himself available for selection which will allow the teacher to categorize those who are able or who wish to answer. The actual selection is achieved by the teacher, by addressing Mounir by name (line 7). It is only a er having been explicitly and publicly selected as next speaker that Mounir takes the fl oor and answers the question (line 8), lowering his arm.
9
In this excerpt, selecting the next student to answer occurs in a situation where the teacher and the student are co-present in the same classroom environment and are in a face-to-face position. The sequential analysis shows that the sequence-initiating action is accomplished by a turn-at-talk that presents several characteristics. One of them is the position of the fi rst name within the turn and its interactional consequences. What is principally achieved, of course, is the selection of Mounir, who produces an initial answer, and then elaborates on it. However, address terms do more than simply speci who the current speaker is addressing, depending on the specifi c circumstances in which they are used, for example, their positioning.
0
Post-positioned terms of address are regularly employed as a device to demonstrate a particular stance towards a relationship with a recipient, under circumstances where that demonstration is particularly relevant (Lerner, 2003: 185) . Lerner has shown that addressing is fi rst achieved by gaze and/or tacit forms of address, and then a name is appended to the sequence-initiating action. A post-positioned address term upholds the (already adequately established) intended recipient. It "personalizes" the question for Mounir, who has pre-selected himself by raising his hand, and who is already the addressed recipient, since his recipiency has been established by gaze (line 6). The explicit addressing by name that the teacher produces also makes it publicly visible, to the other-than-addressed participants, who the selected one is. According to Détrie (2007: 11) and Isosävi (2010: 129) , post-positioned terms of address have a jussive value due to the iǌ unction they direct to the interlocutor. In the occurrences we have analyzed, when the fi rst name is placed a er the teacher's question -[question] + [name] -, the post-positioned fi rst name is produced with a continuously rising pitch.
1
The fi rst name "Mounir" [muni r ] carries a continuous rising contour, the range of which is 10.2 semitones. A pitch rise of this size within two syllables is made possible by lengthening the stressed vowel [i], transcribed as [Mou?ni::↑r] . Graph 1 presents the waveform and the pitch curve obtained with the speech analysis program Praat 5.3.16 (Boersma & Weenink, 2012) during the production of the fi rst name "Mounir". The fi nely dotted line indicates the mean pitch level of the speaker. Thus, as can be seen in the graph, the rise starts a bit below the mean pitch level of the speaker and moves towards the upper end of the speaker's range. According to Mertens' (2008) "predictive theory" on French intonation, this type of major interval om down to up (LH) 7 invites the interlocutor to react. Morel and Danon-Boileau (1998) presented similar fi ndings.
7.
The abbreviations refer to French intonation contours as they are defi ned in Mertens' (2008) "predictive theory" of intonation. "L" stands for low and "H" stands for high.
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Graph Waveform and pitch curve during the production of "Mounir" 2 2 McHoul (1978) showed the preponderance of post-positioned fi rst names for classroom interactions. He explained this by the fact that, for the students, what is at stake is their responsibility, as hearers, to listen to any question-in-production for its being possibly addressed to them (McHoul, 1978: 207) . Similarly, Lerner (1995) analyzed the post-position of the fi rst name as allowing a delay in the identifi cation of the student who is being addressed. This turn-taking design allows the turn to be treated by any potential participant, until the explicit addressing by fi rst name, which identifi es a particular addressee and possible next speaker.
3
Moreover, as we have seen in the excerpt above, mutual gazing may be involved in turn allocation. It is involved in the teacher's selection of the next speaker in extract [1] . Selecting Mounir is achieved through both gaze-directional addressing and addressing by fi rst name. The video analysis of this face-to-face interaction gives insight into how the combination of the two practices is employed by the teacher: he turns to Mounir (line 2) as he fi nishes the question's turn-constructional unit (TCU), which is understood and oriented to by the students -especially Mounir -as a question. When the teacher begins uttering [Mou?ni::↑r], they are mutually looking at each other. In this face-to-face classroom interaction, participants mutually see each other and see each other's actions. Selecting Mounir is no accident; it has been made conditionally relevant. The teacher produced the second TCU of his turn ("Mounir") a er seeing Mounir raise his hand. By 13 pre-selecting himself, Mounir is visibly and understandably asking to be selected. As the teacher maintains his gaze on Mounir, he produces the latter's fi rst name with a continuously rising pitch (graph 1).
2 4 Lerner (2003: 196) demonstrated that several explicit addressing practices can be employed simultaneously/alternately to achieve a sequence-initiating action, though in practice, each of these methods -gaze-directional addressing and addressing a co-participant by fi rst name or other term of address -seems to have some limitations specifi c to the context. This empirical analysis shows a third element associated with the method of addressing the next speaker in formal talk and face-to-face classroom situations. Indeed, in addition to verbal and embodied means of turn allocation, the teacher employs a third interactional resource: the prosodic marking on the fi rst name.
5
Excerpt [2] presents another instance in which the same teacher confi rms the giving of the fl oor to another pupil, Maryam. The teacher asks students to comment on economic news. He asks what the amount of tax based on salary is. they will not 6 teacher elles s'ront pa:s, they will not 7
Maryam elles seront pas taxées they will not be taxed 8 teacher voilà c'est bien donc elles seront pas taxées here it is good then they will not be taxed
6
Maryam, who had begun to express her disagreement in response to the teacher's question (line 1) interrupts her turn with a hesitation. She only takes the fl oor to continue her answer (line 4) a er the tacit form of selection by the recipiency token "yes" (line 3), followed by the explicit addressing produced by the teacher (line 3). We know that the class event is under the teacher's responsibility (McHoul, 1978) . Thus, the turn-taking organization -management and turn allocation -and the privileged access of the teacher to the fl oor, involve the maintaining of shared attention among the students as a practical problem. Here, the students' attention is organized around the question-answer sequence and the turn allocation by the teacher, who has specifi c rights: i) to initiate actions by asking the questions, and ii) to distribute turns. Maryam orients to this specifi c turn-taking organization by starting an initial answer to the question (line 1) addressed to "everyone". It is important to note that the teacher looks at Maryam only as early as the beginning of his recipiency token "yes" (line 3). Although the occurrences of "yes" associated with the exchange of glances are recognizable and predictable units of talk (Sacks et al., 1974) , Maryam does not continue to talk a er the teacher's assessment. Maryam speaks again, completing her answer by taking her turn "where she had le it off " a er the teacher has uttered her fi rst name. The turn to select the next speaker Maryam is built, once again, with a term of address accompanied by a prosodic marking (line 4). However, the fact that there is a pause between the recipiency token "yes" and the fi rst name aff ects the form of the prosodic marking: the pause creates a prosodic boundary a er the word "yes". This leads to the production of an initial accent (IA) (Mertens, 2008) in the beginning of the fi rst name (Morel, 2010; Mertens, 2008) . The occurrence of the pause, in turn, is related to the action of the participants, i.e., to the fact that Maryam does not continue talking a er the "yes", but she waits until she hears the teacher utter her name.
7
In this excerpt, the explicit address to Maryam was preceded by "yes" and by the gaze in her direction. We can observe that the prosodic marking on the fi rst name optimizes the next-speaker selection, by making speaker change clear and identifi able for all the participants, including those who have not been addressed. In this occurrence, the teacher uses a turn-taking organization format as a means to intelligibly and explicitly manage the progression of the participation.
8
Due to the fact that the teacher's turn includes two consecutive actions -[recipiency token] + [term of address] -divided into two separate prosodic groups, the form of the prosodic marking of the name is rather diff erent om the one in excerpt [1] , where the name was marked with a continuous pitch rise (LH) om the beginning until the end. Indeed, the fi rst syllable [ma] of the fi rst name carries an IA that appears in the graph as a raised pitch level (211 Hz)
. During the production of the unstressed penultimate syllable [ r i], there is a pitch fall (4.6 semitones) during which the fundamental equency (F0) approaches the mean pitch level of the speaker. A er that, the pitch level goes up again during the production of the last syllable [am] . The size of the fi nal pitch rise that takes place here is only 4.8 semitones, which is rather modest. In Mertens' (2008) predictive theory of French intonation, this rise would be at the limit of a minor and a major interval 9 , whereas the one occurring in the fi rst example [Mou?ni::↑r] clearly constitutes a major interval. We have noticed throughout the data examined in this paper, that fi nal rises marked with minor intervals occur in face-to-face classroom arrangements, whereas in the two excerpts of TV broadcasts, the fi nal pitch rises are larger. However, a movement of this size is still suffi cient to create the eff ect of a rising tone. A pitch contour of this type, starting with an IA, works to emphasize an entity and/or to start a new information unit (Mertens, 2008) , since where a rise of the type LH links the word prosodically to the preceding group, a word starting 8. In addition to a raised pitch level, the IA of French also typically entails an increased level of loudness, a strengthened phonatory force and a longer duration of the syllable (Di Cristo, 1998; Mertens, 2008) .
9. The size of a minor interval is less than 4-5 semitones, depending on the size of intervals used by the speaker.
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with an IA starts a new prosodic group (Mertens, 2008; Wichmann, 2000) . In this context, the IA emphasizes the term of address. The need to emphasize it with the help of the IA comes om the fact that Maryam has not interpreted the recipiency token "yes" as a sign of turn allocation. Prosodically, the IA constitutes a marked feature that reduces the importance of the fi nal rise as a marking device. Thus, in this case, the prosodic marking consists of two parts: IA and fi nal rise.
Graph Waveform and pitch curve during the production of "Maryam"
9
Although the size of the interval is diff erent in the two excerpts examined so far (larger for [Mou?ni::↑r] than for [Ma?*ryam?]), in both extracts, the prosodic marking with a fi nal rise on the fi rst name occurs when the selected student is facing the teacher and both are mutually gazing at each other when the address term is produced.
0
The next section will examine the prosodic phenomenon associated with the fi rst name, using the data of the interactive television show. While in the classroom situations examined above, the fi rst name is post-positioned, that is, it comes a er the teacher's questions, the fi rst name is pre-positioned to the host's question in the following excerpts. We have just seen that the prosodic marking of the fi rst name of the next speaker is observed in the classroom interaction when parties are facing each other. However, despite the diff erences in i) the positioning of next-speaker selection within the turn (pre-vs. post-positioned), ii) the type of talk and the constraints associated to it (classroom vs. TV), and iii) the interactional amework (face-to-face vs. remote and mediated), we observe a similar prosodic marking of the name of the selected next speaker in both situations.
The i rst name in an interactive French television program 31
Before analyzing the sequential occurrence of the rising pitch, it is necessary to describe the physical and ecological media setting om an interactional point of view. Only the hosts and the celebrity guests are physically present in the studio. The teenage "bloggers" participate in the video chat conversation " om a distance", connected audio-visually via their webcam. In addition to the virtual co-presence of the bloggers (Fornel, 1994) , which implies a specifi c management of the mediated communication, the technologized communication with the production-control room (Broth, 2008 and 2009 ) occurs simultaneously to the interaction in the TV studio. This means that the host has to manage several parallel mediated interactions.
2
The coordination between the control room and the studio is absolutely necessary for the production of the TV program, and is achieved in several ways. The staff of the control room do not have direct access to the studio space; they carry out their professional tasks by seeing through screens (Licoppe & Dumoulin, 2007; Broth, 2009 Broth, : 2014 and listening to the interactions taking place in the studio. These studio interactions constitute the media product that the viewers will access in real time. But the live talk is also a "talk at work" (Drew & Heritage, 1992 ) produced in real time, which is used by the production-control room personnel to broadcast live. We will now see how.
3
In excerpt [3] , the topic of the discussion between the hosts and guests is the disaster in Asia caused by the tsunami. Patrick, one of the participants who is taking part via his webcam and mobile phone, has just fi nished his turn-at-talk (line 1), in which he said that he was struck by the fact that we cannot do anything against nature. Then, the studio host, Chakib, turns to another blogger, Amélie (lines 3-5), who is virtually present.
[3]
Excerpt Amélie 1 Patrick la *natu?re (.) .h *hh The host acknowledges the end of Patrick's turn-at-talk and produces an assessment, line 3, which serves to close the question-answer sequence previously engaged with him (not transcribed). A er a long in-breath, the host selects the next speaker, achieved by the explicit addressing by fi rst name: "Amélie" (line 3). There is a continuous rising pitch associated with an increased level of volume. The size of the pitch rise is 9.3 semitones (line 3), and it is carried by all three syllables of the name. Thus, the rising pitch movement occurring here is similar to the one in excerpt [1], [Mou?ni::↑r]: in both cases, the size of the pitch movement is a major interval om low tone to high tone (LH), and the size of the rise is more than 9 semitones. As already mentioned, according to theories on French intonation, this type of contour (LH) typically invites the interlocutor to react (Mertens, 2008; Morel & Danon-Boileau, 1998) . Raising the pitch in a quasi-interrogative fashion may accompany summons items, which is not necessary when the summons stands alone as in "Jim" (Schegloff , 1968 (Schegloff , : 1081 .
*nature (.) .h *hh
Graph Waveform and pitch curve during the production of "Amélie"
5
Here, the term of address "Amélie" (line 3) achieves a summons projecting an answer. This addressing constitutes a conversational action with a prospective orientation. By inviting the next speaker who is virtually present to take the fl oor, the host orients to the institutional context. The broadcast setting is characterized by a formalized speech exchange system, with turn-type distribution rules and pre-allocation of turns. By doing next-speaker selection and topicalizing the fact that Amélie has been selected to answer the "same question" (line 7), the host acts according to the Amélie's answer, which has been projected by her explicit selection, is not produced immediately. A er a one-second pause (line 4), the host repeats the fi rst name (line 5). In the situation where the called party is located at a considerable distance om the caller, Schegloff (2007: 18 and 52) shows that when the called party does not respond quickly to his being called by his fi rst name, the caller repeats the call with a diff erent kind of prosody. In the excerpt analyzed here, the host orients to the lack of taking the turn, which is projectably expected, by the next speaker. The "no response" om the selected speaker shows how managing transitions in talk is a practical problem. In this sense, pre-positioned terms of address are regularly employed as a device to establish or veri the availability of a recipient in situations where this may be problematic (Lerner, 2003: 184) . Indeed, pre-positioned terms of address have a calling value in French (Détrie, 2007: 111; Isosävi, 2010: 129) .
7
The answer of the addressed recipient is produced line 6, "yes", showing that she understands the action of the host as being a summons. The summons/answer pair in the form of fi rst name/acceptance occurs as a pre-sequence (Schegloff , 2007: 52) for the exchange of opinion on the topic of the tsunami in Asia. The host is now asking Amélie the same question he had asked Patrick and explicitly signals this topic continuity (line 7). Contrary to the two previous extracts om classroom interactions -where the terms of address are placed a er the question, as anyone is a potential answerer till one pupil is selected -, pre-positioned address terms speci the addressee before the question is asked. The analysis of this pre-sequence shows that the pre-allocation of turns by the host, in this mediated communication situation, takes a particular form by which the host ensures the availability and attention of the specifi cally selected remote participant. By the slight delay in Amélie's response, the technical aspect of the communication appears as a practical problem, which has to be managed in this context of mediated interaction. Therefore, the host's summons acts to: i) select Amélie as the next participant in an accountable way, ii) veri whether the selected participant can hear the question and understand that it is addressed to her, but also iii) solve the practical problem of coordination with the production-control room personnel.
8
The professional activity of selecting images of the bloggers/co-present participants during the production process, refl exively makes this potentially problematic aspect of speaker transition visible and analyzable, in this doubly mediated -remote and media -interaction. Based on the detailed transcript of extract [3], we can see that the close-up shot of the host appears a er a one-second pause (line 4). The control room team shows the current speaker in action on the screen. Since the expected turn-taking by the selected speaker is absent (line 4), the change of aming will continue on a split-screen 10 where all the four remote participants (bloggers) are 
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visible (line 5). Indeed, the practice of realization is that during the work of putting in images, the team may choose to send on air the image of the current speaker or, alternatively, a listener (Broth, 2008: 69) . At this sequential moment of speaker transition, the split-screen leaves open the possibilities for the eff ective turn-taking of the selected speaker. We note that the image of Amélie is just one among those of the four participants who are potential speakers (image highlighted by the white circle). It is only when Amélie becomes the current speaker by producing the greeting, and the interaction is properly opened -the greeting was preceded by the summons/ answer sequence -, that the camera focuses on her (line 9). By choosing to screen the image of Amélie, the control room team make their understanding of the practical problem of turn-taking visible: they have been following the interaction in order to be able to produce the action of selecting the right image at the right moment. The summons "Amélie" is also audibly available to them, and -given their next action of producing the close-up shot of Amélie -they mobilize it as a resource for their professional activity. The occurrence of "Amélie", which is explicitly addressed to her as part of the media talk, is also mobilized as a "talk at work" for the coordination between the host and control room team for the production of this TV program.
9
We know, based on the work of Macbeth (1999) , that there is a refl exive relationship between the practice of fi lming and what is actually being fi lmed. In this section, analyzing what is achieved in the two excerpts [3] and [4] shows that the shot by the control room and the organization of speakership are refl exively embedded. First, a special coordination occurs between the host⒮ and the control room for the production of this particular TV program with distant bloggers. Then, there is a spatial division of the stage where the co-present participants (the hosts on one side and the invited guests on the other) are seated facing the other group (line 1). This ecological organization of the TV show, where the four bloggers are visible on screens attached to walls, allows the cameras to be placed on predetermined axes (Relieu, 1999) , without the need for active shooting: the video recording cameras are arranged on a circular rail around the participants and are controlled om a distance by the production-control room. Thus, the control room team directly selects the shots to be broadcast live without the intervention of cameramen, and without the possibility of the hosts giving them information. The live TV product is the data to which the present study has access and which allows a refl exive analysis of the real-time editing work that is achieved.
0
By these complex technological processes, the live TV broadcast is the fulfi llment of a "connected co-presence" (Licoppe, 2004) : the bloggers are seated at their personal home computer, and a telecommunications connection remains open for the vocal, verbal, and visual resources. The participants take part at a distance by making gestures, showing objects, their room environment, etc. In the studio, turn-taking is organized, either in relation to what participants have to say about the current topics, as we saw in excerpt [3] , or in relation to remote participants' actions. They can express their interest in the topic at hand, through gestures and "showing practices". This is an effi cient way to manage "mediated" interactions, by showing active participation Dimitri Voilmy et Mari Wiklund without having to speak while one has not been selected to do so. Though turns are allocated by the host in a formatted and restrictive way, turn allocation is not necessarily determined in advance. Its local production is achieved by following the conduct of both the guests present in the studio and the bloggers. Extract [4] is an arrangement of this type. In this situation, the studio hosts are talking with the co-present guests about the soundtrack of a video game. In line 8, one of the two hosts, Ray, suddenly calls one of the distant participants, Patrick, by name, and takes the fl oor over the other host, Chakib, who was initiating his turn at the same moment (line 7). In line 2, the host asks a question (line 4) which is immediately followed by an answer om Maud, a columnist. The question continues the sequence, which concerns the content of the video game box. Yet, while the current speakers are the co-present participants, the production team has chosen to show the blogger Patrick (line 5), since at the same time as the question-answer sequence between the host and the columnist is produced, Patrick waves in ont of his webcam, the video game box (line 1) that is being referred to in the conversation.
2
Following the micropause (line 6), the two hosts simultaneously take the turn, which results in an overlap (lines 7 and 8). Ray summons Patrick by addressing the latter by name, while Chakib starts referring to Patrick, interrupts his turn and confi rms the selection "yeah Patrick" (line 10). By initiating their turn at the very same moment, the hosts show their alignment as to the understanding of what is being displayed -on their control screen and for the viewers -by the control room. They orient to it in the same way. By their simultaneous selection of Patrick, the two hosts make it visible that they have seen the image put out by the control room, that they have understood the relevance of this selection, as well as Patrick's action. Patrick achieves participation in the interaction by his showing gestures, even if his participation is not verbal. It serves as a pre-selection to speakership, which is confi rmed by the hosts' next action, which consists in allocating the turn to Patrick.
3
The occurrence of the summons "Patrick" (line 8) is characterized by striking prosodic changes. In addition to the large pitch rise (7.4 semitones), the term of address is marked with a strong increase in volume. In allocating the turn (line 8), Ray is perceivably shouting. These strong prosodic changes may be explained by the turn-competitive situation, since the two hosts -Ray and Chakib -initiate their turns at the same time (Kurtić, Brown & Wells, 2009; French & Local, 1983) . It is also noticeable that the last syllable [ɹik] of the name carries two consecutive pitch movements: a rise (that starts already during the fi rst syllable [pat] ) and a fall. The fall is also relatively large: 5.0 semitones. It is, nevertheless, 2.4 semitones smaller than the preceding pitch rise. The duration of the fall is also remarkably shorter than that of the rise: the rising part of the name is 0.35 seconds long, whereas the duration of the fall is only 0.16 seconds. In addition to this, there is a decrease in intensity (-3.6 dB) during the falling part as compared with the rise. Because of these acoustic features, the fall is less prominent than the rise. Consequently, the pitch rise can be considered to be the main constituent of this prosodic marking. Graph 4 below presents the waveform and the pitch curve during the production of this fi rst name.
4
According to intonation theories of French, this type of contour (HL) -where the fi nal accent of an intonation group consists of a pitch rise followed by a pitch fall -typically works to "capture the attention of a person in a kindly manner" (Di Cristo, 1998: 216) or to focus the attention of the interlocutor on something (Mertens, 2008) . In this example, it seems obvious that Ray's turn (line 8) acts not only as a selection of the next speaker, by establishing Patrick as the addressee of the forthcoming question, line 11, but also as a summons of a specifi c attention-capturer kind. Indeed, it is equent in interaction that one linguistic structure has several simultaneous illocutionary values (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2001: 34) . The "double role" of the turn may explain here the use of this particular type of prosodic marking. According to studies on French phonetics, this type of intonation contour may also include an implication of the speaker involvement (Delattre, 1966; Portes, 2004) , and can be used to express emotions, such as joy or disappointment (Léon, 1971: 54) . In this example, the rising-falling movement seems to emphasize the speaker's enthusiasm.
Graph Waveform and pitch curve during the production of "Patrick"
5
This prosodic marking of the turn, which achieves next speaker selection (line 8), optimizes the giving of the fl oor to a remote participant by making the selection clearer. The host uses a summons to establish the attention of the remote participant (Schegloff , 2007: 50; Isosävi, 2010: 130) while the latter is already on screen. Schegloff (1968 Schegloff ( : 1081 has shown that the term of address as part of the summons may include a rise in the tone of voice. In addition, this seems to be generally the case when the summons comes a er the sequence that has already been initiated, as in extract [3] . However, the rising tone may not be necessary when the fi rst name is the only element composing the summons. In this occurrence, the term of address "Patrick" (line 8) is used alone. Nevertheless, the increase in pitch and volume is very marked. It is likely that some diff erences, compared to the phenomena described Dimitri Voilmy et Mari Wiklund by Schegloff , are due to situational diff erences. The analysis of the occurrence of "Patrick", including this specifi c prosodic marking, reveals the technical specifi city of this remotely mediated interaction. There is no direct visual access between the participants, who interact through the device and see each other through the mediation of screens: computer screens for the bloggers at home, or monitor screens for hosts present in the studio. It appears that "seeing through screens" allows for an intelligible understanding of the ongoing activity and an appropriate participation in it, for distant participants like Patrick, as well as for co-present ones.
In line 5, the blogger, who is facing his computer screen and webcam camera, is seen checking on his screen whether his showing the CD case is visible, in the same way as it can be seen in the live broadcast. Patrick therefore adapts his conduct to the specifi c context of mediated and broadcasted interaction: i) his showing practice takes into account the mediation possibilities, as well as the constraints of a restricted angle shot, through the webcam, and ii) as already mentioned, he waits till he is explicitly selected and addressed to participate verbally. When the attention-capturer summons is produced, Patrick is already engaged in the ongoing conversation (line 1), showing his commitment and understanding of the current topic by his action of showing the CD case being discussed. His actions in ont of the webcam refl exively contribute to the meaning of the scene (Heritage, 1984: 104) . In the same way, the situated selection of the next speaker, which is our object of study, refl exively relies on and achieves this mutual intelligibility.
7
Like Patrick, who fulfi lls his role as an active distant participant in the show, the host fulfi lls his role of host. He stimulates discussion and distributes turns by addressing Patrick and explicitly topicalizing what the viewers can already see. Contrary to the summons "Amélie" (excerpt [3] ) produced by the host, and relevantly used as a resource by the production team, for Patrick, the production team's action of selecting one participant's image precedes the hosts' selection of the next speaker. Next-speaker selection by the hosts is therefore conditionally projected as the next relevant action. Patrick's action accomplishes relevant and appropriate participation: he shows commitment but does not interrupt the ongoing talk. Pre-selection is achieved and is oriented to by the control production team. Following Patrick's action -which is selected as the relevant image by the production team and made visible through the mediation device -the hosts orient to giving the fl oor to Patrick. Thus, it appears that "the selection of the next speaker" is a collaborative in situ achievement. It is achieved by: i) the two hosts, mainly by Ray who addresses Patrick -the selection which we have been analyzing -, ii) Patrick's action, whose participation is interpreted as a pre-selection, and iii) the control team who, by selecting Patrick's image, choose to draw the hosts' and the viewers' attention to Patrick's action.
8
As an answer to the summons addressed to him (line 8), Patrick again places the CD case in ont of the webcam (line 9), while the guests watch the screens to see what he is doing (line 15). Given the co-present participants' orientation -Ray 27 addresses his question to Patrick and the other participants are seen laughing or smiling -, this action appears to be the appropriate response to the summons (Schegloff , 1968 (Schegloff , : 1080 . Patrick becomes the addressee and the CD case he is showing, the object being talked about. The shared attention of all the participants -be they co-present or remote -is achieved. Patrick's participation therefore raises an important practical issue, which will lead to our fi nal discussion about visualization and next-speaker selection.
9
Watching the remote bloggers through the several screens available in the studio constitutes a practical problem for the hosts but also for the guests. We know that "multiparty communications [video conferencing] tend to be organized in such a way that all the participants are visible, especially the one who is speaking" (Fornel, 1994: 116 [our translation] ). In the situation analyzed here, the simultaneous images of the bloggers are arranged at diff erent places in the studio. Line 15 shows that Maud, the columnist, who is seated on the le of the bench, is watching the screen placed in ont of her when she laughs. The body torque (Schegloff , 1998) -an intermediary body position relative to the main position -of the other two participants sitting on the bench (line 15) allows us to observe that they have turned to look at the same screen as the host who is talking to Patrick. The body torque of these three participants shows that their attention is oriented towards the action that is being shown on the screen. Contrary to face-to-face situations, in this studio mediated interaction, a participant cannot adapt to the physical movement of the current speaker by changing his own positioning and moving his fi eld of vision. He is dependent upon what the screen off ers (Fornel, 1994: 112) . The fact that the interaction takes place within this particular amework -technology-mediated media talk -demonstrably infl uences its arrangement and content. The context or amework of the live video chat within which the talk occurs is relevant to the parties: they orient to the situation and adjust their "way of seeing" by changing their body positions to watch the screen. It thus appears that the forms of interaction that are produced, including the terms of address and their specifi c prosodic marking for next-speaker selection, are context-sensitive in a "procedurally consequential" (Schegloff , 1991: 49) way.
Conclusion 50
Next-speaker selection is achieved, in all four extracts analyzed here, with the help of a prosodic marking carried by the fi rst name. The shape of the prosodic marking varies with the context of occurrence, with three prosodic contours. The common feature of all these diff erent manifestations is that the last syllable of the name carries a rising tone.
1
The rising tone occurs regardless of the position of the term of address and what it achieves within the ongoing talk. In the classroom data, the question is uttered before the designation of the speaker selected to answer. In this way, the question Dimitri Voilmy et Mari Wiklund is addressed in a general way to the cohort and any student present in the classroom is a recipient of the question. This post-positioning of the term of address in the classroom situation contrasts with the summons, which is produced as a pre-sequence to the "main" question-answer sequence, characteristic of media talk. Analysis has shown how the post-positioning of student selection achieved joint attention to the classroom event, and how the pre-positioning summons succeeded in attracting the attention of the selected guest in the distant-media-mediated interaction. Apart om the type of institutional talk, the way joint attention or attention-drawing is achieved refl exively draws on the interactional and praxeological resources that are available to participants in each situation.
2
The rising tone occurs, regardless also, of whether the situation is face-to-face or mediated and varies with context-specifi c factors. In the classroom arrangement that we have examined, the parties have direct visual access to each other. The exchange of gaze is absent in this public media talk where the mediation is twofold: i) the technological mediation of the "remote" communication by video conference, but also ii) the involvement of the control room team in selecting the images. By putting the image of Patrick on screen, in excerpt [4], the control room allowed the hosts to see Patrick's action on their monitors, to understand thanks to the team's selection that Patrick's action was potentially relevant, and thereby projected the hosts' action of selecting Patrick as next speaker. Likewise, the host's selection of Amélie by explicit address, in excerpt [3] , allowed the relevant image of Amélie to be put on screen by the control room. Achieving connected co-presence (Licoppe, 2004) draws on a complex system of seeing other participants' actions.
3
Next-speaker selection is a coordinated collaborative achievement in classroom situations also. In excerpts [1] and [2], Mounir and Maryam had pre-selected themselves but in diff erent ways, thus projecting their selection by the teacher. The latter does not choose a student at random om the cohort, but takes into account the contingent actions produced by the pre-selected students. In each extract, the teacher selects as next speaker the student who has shown a visible and understandable interest in answering the question. The selection of the next speaker in the occurrences analyzed here therefore emerges as the result of a refl exively constructed collaborative work.
Transcript conventions 54
The data were transcribed according to conventions developed mainly by Gail Jeff erson and commonly used in Conversation Analysis. 
